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very committed to the very poor!

Two members of the MIAMSI Board made a missionary trip to
Latin America on 5 November - 2 December 2013: Ms Lysette
Basso, Vice President for Latin America and Maryse Robert, the
international President.
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The primary aim of the mission was to meet the various teams in
several South American countries: their issues, projects and initiatives for evangelizing people in independent milieus. It was
also intended to share their involvement in the life of their countries by supporting and promoting their actions.
Many discoveries and questions which converge with those of
movements on other continents, but with a special flavour linked
to the political, social, cultural or religious reality of each country
visited.
Enjoy your reading
Maryse Robert
MIAMSI President

BRASIL
Sao Paulo, very committed to the very poor!
* solidarity between all
men
and
women, considered as brothers and sisters,

newspaper «The People’s
Space», a 24-hour community radio service, ballet
lessons, yoga and rugby instructors. We were able to
talk with them. And about
M. a politi- our movement.
can’s wife: “I - A meeting with the
cannot say eve- movement members and
rything in my the parish, together with
team but I ac- a lady theologian, reMeeting Sao Paolo team officials
knowledge
that sulted in good quality
there is a lot of sharing on the Gospel of
These are teams of women corruption in politics. I help the Prodigal Son. Several
who are very active in spite my husband to distance extracts from texts of the
of their age. They are open himself and combat these Magisterium illustrate these
aspects: EG 28, EG 29,
to global realities. Meetings corrupt practices.”
CFL 38.
open to outsiders are organized regularly. This is one
One immersion:
way for everyone to review
This was a good opportheir activities and link - Visit to Paraisopolis : the tunity to introduce MIthem to the Gospel; there second most populated AMSI with discussion
are many lively discus- shantytown – 100,000 peo- and questions on presple- and only six minutes
sions.
sure groups, their place
from
Morumbi,
the
neighbourAll of them are very aware hood where
of social problems and par- the very rich
ticularly committed to the live in São
very poor (cf article.2 of Paulo.
We
MIAMSI statutes).
were warmly
welcomed by
MIAMSI aims toward : the Residents
and
the promotion of a more Union
human
and
fraternal Paraisopolis
Commerce
global society through :
Visit to Paraisopolis at Sao Paolo « favela »
* the
preferential who showed us
the work they
choice for the poor,
in debates on society and
* the promotion and do. The Union has a Secre- state governance.
defense of Human Rights. tariat for women, a monthly
The Sao Paolo teams
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BRASIL
Rio de Janeiro, the importance of social policy!
The Rio de Janeiro teams.

These are two teams of women:
one with senior citizens and the
other with younger people (35 to
50) accompanied by a person
with long experience in the
movement.

guage and may be a coordinator
of other movements. We need
thinking. The new communities
live for the poor but that’s not
enough. We need people like you
who express their research.
The young are all the same: they
need spirituality, activities and
especially people
who listen to
them.
We welcome Syrian refugees in
Sao Paulo and
African refugees
in Rio de Janeiro. They fit in
very quickly.”
In both accepting and proclaiming
the Gospel in the
power of the Spirit the Church
becomes at one and the same
time an "evangelizing and
evangelized" community, and
for this very reason she is
made the servant of all. In her
the lay faithful participate in
the mission
of service to
the person
and society.
(CFL 36)

Inter-team meeting in Rio de Janeiro

At the time of our visit, the two
teams held a joint meeting. They
were very attentive to the global
dimension of MIAMSI and
asked a lot of questions on the
other countries and on general
operations (finance, secretariat,
etc). As in Sao Paulo, these people are very orientated towards
activities with the very poor.
The meeting with Mgr Roque
Costa Souza was an opportunity
to introduce the movement,
which he really discovered at
that time. A great deal of attention, questions and recommendations that he made based on his
analysis of the situation:
“the social movement no longer
believes in political parties.
Many divisions and loss of faith.
We need to find a new language,
your movement has such a lan-

the servant of all. In her the
lay faithful participate in the
mission of service to the person and society. (CFL 37)
As long as the problems of the
poor are not radically resolved
by rejecting the absolute autonomy of markets and financial
speculation and by attacking the
structural causes of inequality,
no solution will be found for the
world’s problems or, for that
matter, to any problems. Inequality is the root of social ills.
(EG 202)
Awareness by the Rio Janeiro
teams of the importance of social policy shows that being
with the poor is to be connected to changing society so
that people in poverty are
placed at the centre, and their
dignity respected and developed.
You can also see in these
thoughts the discovery or
rather, confirmation, that

In both accepting and
proclaiming
the Gospel
in the power
of the Spirit
the Church
Meeting Msgr. Rocque in Rio de Janeiro
becomes at one and
the same time an
"evangelizing and evangelMIAMSI may have a priviized" community, and for this
leged position in serving diocevery reason she is made
san and parish life.
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Porto Alegre, serving the lay Apostolate, … !
The teams: the members of the
Porto Alegre teams, made up of
women, are very active and committed to the poor. They work in a
charity which helps prisoners back
into society after they’ve served
their sentence.

Porto Alegre meeting

A big meeting of the members was
organized as many contacts were
established with team officials and
accompanying persons.
A day of meeting with all the
teams enabled us to bear witness to
the enormous amount of work put
in and put forward new initiatives
to build anew with new, younger
teams. The importance of the
WYD was highlighted several
times.
During the meeting, an in-depth
presentation of MIAMSI and
the local movement was made.
The opportunity of the presence
of Mirian Arrua de Scorza, a
Paraguayan lady, gave rise to a
talk on the MIAMSI-affiliated
movement in Paraguay. Then
there were workshops on three
questions:
Dare we remain ourselves with
our values and beliefs?
Dare we share them with people different from us?
Dare we change ourselves and
let ourselves be surprised by
others?

At the end of the discussions, a
few questions and decisions:

pany us (Rehabilitating prisoners
for example).

How to be more involved in political decision-making?
How not be imprisoned in our
ways of thinking?
The desire for change, but
how (important to being
attentive to what’s happening in Bolivia, Venezuela
and Ecuador)

The puisuit of the common good
in a spirit of service, the development of justice with particular
attention to situations of poverty
and suffering, respect for the autonomy of earthly realities, the principle of subsidiarity, the promotion of dialogue and peace in the
contect of solidarity: these are the
criteria that must inspire the
Christian laity. (CDSE 565).

In both accepting and proclaiming the Gospel in the
power of the Spirit the
Church becomes at one and
the same time an
"evangelizing and evangelized" community, and for
this very reason she is made
the servant of all. In her the lay faithful participate in the mission of
service to the person and society. .
(EG 220 )

The tacsks accompanying responsibilities in social and political
institutions demand a st and articulated commitment that is able to
demonstrate clearly the absolute
necessity of the moral dimension
in social and political life through
thoughtful contributions to the
political debate, planning and the
chosen actions. (CDSE 566)

The capitalist system is no longer
enough. We know we are living
through great changes. What to
say in answer to the young? They
know what they don’t want but.....
Denounce corruption, in our position, even in our families, not ap-

In the contect of the laity’s political
commitment, particular attention
must be given to to preparing believers to exercise the power that will
be theirs, especially when they are
entrusted with such duties buy their
fellow citizens in accordance with
the democratic rules. (CDSE 567)

Meeting with Msgr JAIME
SPENGLER, the bishop of
Porto Alegre.

Team officials in Porto Alegre

prove embezzlement but combat
it.
Announce that a different world is
possible. Here, lawyers are very
popular; they are our connections,
our lights. They help and accom-

The newly appointed bishop,
after being introduced to MIAMSI, explained the situation of
his diocese and his concerns
about the movements. He regrets
that some of them have few links
with the diocese. To remedy this,
he hopes to launch meetings with
them, set up a service of lay apostolate. He would willingly see MIAMSI as the launch engine as he
can tell that there’s not just chat in
the exchanges in the teams .
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One issue remains important for him: how to halt the influence of evangelicals who have replaced Catholics as accompanying
persons in the prison? But one must keep a low profile to make progress.
Based on the day of reflection in Porto Alegre, it is clear that MIAMSI has a privileged position:
* In discernment within social and political life,
* In the life of the diocese as a player able to create links between groups of the lay faithful.
This is doubtless a challenge to take up, but what a responsibility! The Holy Spirit can help too!

Differences between persons and communities can sometimes prove uncomfortable, but the Holy
Spirit, who is the source of that diversity, can bring forth something good from all things and turn it
into an attractive means of evangelization. Diversity must always be reconciled by the help of the Holy
Spirit; he alone can raise up diversity, plurality and multiplicity while at the same time bringing about
unity. (EG 131 )

URUGUAY
Montévidéo, potential twinning in view!
The teams:
Many teams were met with during our stay. It was the
opportunity for members to ask many questions about
other MIAMSI movements, mainly in Syria, Mali and
the future of Europe.
The teams have a great sense of the movement with
the method of “-discerning-acting” etc.

poor but people living on drugs and corruption. And all
that adds to the destruction of human social fabric.
Jesus, the evangelizer par excellence and the Gospel in person, identifies especially with the little
ones (cf. Mt 25:40). This reminds us Christians that
we are called to care for the vulnerable of the earth.
See also :EG 209 et 210
Many questions can be asked when faced with such
phenomena. How can we, from the Independent Milieus, have some influence on our leaders?
In Uruguay, a number of chaplains accompany the
teams. The meeting with Mgr Rodolfo WIRTZ, who is
well-acquainted with the movement, was very warm.
He strongly encouraged MIAMSI – Uruguay to carry
on its mission. We noticed the great simplicity of the
bishop’s premises!

Inter-team meeting in Montévidéo

Meeting with the young and their accompanying persons: links with the JICF as their topics for discussion
are very similar, as is their spirituality.
Twinning teams could be planned, for example with a
team of young women. Many of them have the same
concerns as those living in Uruguay. Moreover, their
desire and courage to work on the Scriptures with simplicity and strength are remarkable. And yet they live in
globalized societies which appear similar but are so
different in fact.
There is only one men’s team there, people of experience who are all committed prison visitors. Crime is a
major issue: often those who attack, rob and kill are not

Meeting the young and accompanying persons

It clearly appeared during this visit to Uruguay,
that the movement remained appropriate to Latin
America and beyond, in all human dimensions. The
potential twinning that may be planned are good
evidence of this.
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BOLIVIA
La Paz, a place of hope!
In La Paz, the energy of the
teams is obvious. They constantly renew themselves and
work hard on raising awareness
and changing ways of thinking.

fear, and have a place to speak
freely.

In a very difficult political context, the future of Christians and
the IMs in general is very fragile.
Laws change very frequently, in
particular to adapt them to potential corrupt practices. Everything
is in the hands of unions which
run social life with a heavy hand.
The difficulty of travelling for
people who are not Indian and
the obligation to show one’s papers and pay levies really exist.
The movement is a real hope
and enables people to overcome

The meetig with Msgr
Edmundo ABASTOFLOR,
who knows the movement
was not encouraging for
the future. The government
is strong and pressure is
enormous in elections.
Christians are in the minority and the coming elections are likely to be very
difficult with potential violence against Christians.
The only solution is to
work discreetly, inform
people for possible change. The
coming of the new Pope may be a
chance for this.

Meeting of the officials

Exchanges
with
the Bolivian movement put a finger
on problems of
cultures which are
not easy to connect, with governance in which individual
dignity
must be respected.
MIAMSI is truly a
place where life can

be viewed with Hope. The issue
of Peace appears to be crucial.

The young teams in La Paz

Despite the tide of secularism
which has swept our societies, in
many countries – even those
where Christians are a minority –
the Catholic Church is considered a credible institution by
public opinion, and trusted for
her solidarity and concern for
those in greatest need. Again and
again, the Church has acted as a
mediator in finding solutions to
problems affecting peace, social
harmony, the land, the defence of
life, human and civil rights, and
so forth (EG 65)

PERU
Lima, training, internal organisation…!
The meeting with a team in Lima once again highlighted the
difficulties found in many neighbouring countries: poverty,
faulty governance, …
Issues linked to training and the internal organization of the
movements and other groups of Lay Faithful were brought
up forcefully and with a great deal of interest.
Meeting of the officials in Lima
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CONCLUSION
Whatever the situations of the

movements and their members,
sharing life in the team is crucial:
the social and political situation,
as well as daily life, give rise to
exchanges of views, discernment
then concrete actions. The intergeneration dimension of the
movements enables the older
members to give the younger
ones the benefit of their varied
experience.
In this way, based on meetings
and exchanges of experience in
these four Latin American countries, a few common concerns
emerge:
-choosing to serve the poorest of
the poor (see MIAMSI statutes
and Evangelii Gaudium),
-combating crime and hate attitudes,
-seeking
better
governance
(combating corruption, supporting democracy, …),
-the place and future of Christians in society,

-the need to take a position as
players in the local Church,
-the urgency for each movement
to renew itself (opening up to the
young, taking into consideration
developments in society, …).
What resonances?
During its next meeting in July
2014, the International Board
will go into the issues posed after
this mission and make the link
with the life shared on the other
Continental Boards (Africa, Indian Ocean islands, Europe, …),
with the discussions taking place
in international institutions:
-UN (Human Rights Council)
-FAO (where the issues of feeding the planet are debated)
-The Council of Europe and its
Human Rights, Democracy and
Education commissions. In the
working groups there is enough
to feed a great deal of reflection
and local, continental and global
actions.
It goes without saying that all
these attention points are also
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shared with the other Catholicinspired international movements
which meet regularly together.

Finally, it goes without saying
that this missionary trip and especially the readings of it that
will be done, in the right place
and together with all the input
from countries and other Boards,
will take part in defining the
topic of the next MIAMSI assembly in 2016.
Maryse Robert, Présidente
Lysette Basso, Vice –Présidente

References extract from texts of the
magisterium :
E.G..: Evangelii Gaudium – Pope
Ftancis, 2014
CDSE : Compendium of the Social
of the Church – Holy See 2005
CFL : Christifideles Laici (CFL) –
Pope John Paul II– December 1988

TESTIMONIAL, echos of the mission!
From the very first moment we knew that Maryse Robert, President of the MIAMSI , would visit us, we began to work in order
to take advantage of it. We are aware of the importance of international relations but we also did this because of her outstanding
and warm personality that we appreciate a lot since we first met her in Fortaleza
It was a short but fruitful visit with a lot of different meetings: she met with
the group of youngest members, the Board and at the end she got the chance of
getting together with almost the whole Uruguayan movement.
Every time there was an important exchange of experiences, of questions and
answers, exchange of opinions, stories to be told…
When she left, we had the feeling that there are lots, lots of people following
the same path searching for JESUS.
And for my part, as companion of a team of young people, it was a big help,
they discovered a dimension of MIAMSI which a lot of them did not even
imagine.
Maria Teresa Caviglia

Ma. Teresa, Msgr. Rodolfo Wirz and Maryse

Thank you to all those who have accepted to testify, to share what they live, and those who have translated the articles
Palazzo San Calisto—
Calisto—00120 Vatican City - Italy — Tel. : (+39) 06 698 871 83
E-mail: miamsi.rome@gmail.com / www.miamsiwww.miamsi-rome.org
Catholic International Organization - Non-Governmental Organization with Consultative Statute in ECOSOC and Participative Statute in the
European Council
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